Visual Merchandising Helps Banks
Make the Most of Branch Traffic
While proliferating digital channels are making

Banks in general—and community banks in

it easy and convenient for banking customers

particular—shouldn’t consider their branches

to do their financial business online, bank

a necessary evil. Instead, they should think

branches remain an important channel and

of them as an important customer touchpoint

a vital component of the customer contact

that gives them a unique opportunity to

and servicing mix, along with mobile banking,

inform and educate customers about their

ATMs, call centers, and drive-throughs.

products and services, communicate their

Customers across all demographics may

messaging and branding, and nurture positive

choose one over the others on any given day

relationships that lead to an improved cus-

or for various tasks, but including all options

tomer experience.

is important to overall customer satisfaction—
and retention.

Implementing a comprehensive and cost-effective visual merchandising program can help

According to a J.D. Power study,1 while more

banks make the most of the opportunity to

customers than ever are using mobile banking,

connect with and educate customers during the

more than 70 percent of banking customers

time they spend in their branches.

visited a branch an average of 14 times over the
past year. Overall satisfaction among those
who visited a branch in the previous year was
significantly higher than customers who
conducted banking business in other ways.

Read on to find out how FNBC Bank &
Trust got visual merchandising right.

Challenge

Solution

FNBC Bank & Trust has served the western suburbs of

FNBC developed an overall remarketing strategy

Chicago, including La Grange, Mokena, and West

that includes increased email communication

Chicago, Illinois, for more than 50 years under the same

and an online newsletter designed to educate consum-

ownership and management. While the bank has

ers while introducing new digital products and

expanded through some acquisitions, it has grown

services. FNBC has also leveraged and is growing its

primarily through active community involvement,

social media presence, using Facebook and LinkedIn

word-of-mouth marketing, and personal selling. Like

to reach prospective and existing customers in

many community banks today, it now faces a more

meaningful way.

challenging operating
environment. Senior
management realized that its
previous marketing efforts
were no longer enough to accomplish its objectives:
to grow its customer base, grow loans and deposits,
and increase share of wallet for its existing customers.
The community bank’s five branches are large and
typically see a steady flow of customer traffic. While the
bank always worked to make its customers aware of
its comprehensive products and services, like mobile
banking, peer-to-peer payments, and online mortgage
applications, it lacked effective visual merchandising
in its branches. FNBC had to take action to communicate
its messaging to customers to reach its objectives and

Additionally, the bank began its new marketing
program by refreshing its branches. Each branch is
architecturally different and was visually outdated.
FNBC wanted a more modern look in each location,
and it sought to establish consistency with its graphics
and standards between the different branches.
Throughout the La Grange branch lobby, the bank
exhibited a unique collection of authentic presidential
checks, which begins with George Washington. However,
the individual checks were not displayed in a way that
drew customers’ attention to this unique collection. As
part of its visual merchandising program, FNBC wanted
to highlight and leverage the collection by placing it
more prominently in the branch.

remain competitive.

Gold leaf window treatment and Kane door banding

Presidential check collection

FNBC launched its branch refresh and visual merchan-

the Poster Blocks’ placements, where the collection

dising with the help of Chicago visual merchandising

would be laid out, and what the exterior banding and

design firm Kane Graphical, which consulted and

drive-through would look like,” says Randy Curtis,

advised the bank after extensively studying and evaluat-

FNBC’s chief operating officer.

ing the branch layout, reviewing documentation,
meeting with management, and interviewing staff. Kane

“Having the lifelike plans was invaluable.

Graphical also identified a location to highlight the

It gave us a chance to really visualize

presidential check collection and provided a pathway

the end result and allowed us to review

for the display that would capture attention without

and comment on the planned visual

compromising space for visual merchandising.

merchandising solution. We could see

Central to the bank’s refresh is Kane Poster Blocks,™

what the Poster Blocks would look like and

a display system comprising quality graphics

got a sense of the scale. We knew what

mounted to a series of 22-inch-by-22-inch frames

we were getting, and we knew ahead of

that create an impactful marketing message. The

time how the Poster Blocks would look in

modular frame system can be custom configured to

the branch.” — Randy Curtis, FHBC, Chief Operating Officer

create different eye-catching displays in varying sizes.
The individual Poster Block components can be

Once the bank finalized the plans, Kane Graphical

easily changed and updated. Because they work with

installed all the elements of the branding program,

magnetized strips, staff can quickly swap out

including panels, door and window banding, and other

panels when they want to change their messaging.

equipment, in a single day. FNBC started with its

Kane Graphical created an extremely detailed mock-up
that demonstrated to bank executives how the visual
solutions would work to achieve the desired effects.
“The Kane Graphical folks took hundreds of photos of the
interior and exterior of the building, created a virtual
reality branch, and showed us the layout, which included

main La Grange headquarters branch and is now
moving the program to other branches. Although the
Poster Block messaging, regulatory signage, and
entrance banding are consistent between locations, the
Poster Block layout and configurations will differ to
accommodate physically different locations.

• Backplate is permanently attached to
wall to ensure perfect alignment
• Poster frame aligns magnetically
to backplate in seconds
• Campaign posters are
quickly changed and
easily snap into frame
• Non-glare lens protects
surface of poster

Kane Poster Block System

Transaction area with 4x1 (88"x 22") Kane Poster Block configuration

“Customers absolutely see the Poster
Blocks more than they’re noticing what’s
on the screens when they come into
the branch . . . Customers tell us that they
like the new look, and they notice it
more than anything else we’ve done.”

Results
Curtis explains that the Poster Block panels are
extremely easy to change out, typically requiring less
than an hour for a single employee to snap off the
old panels and snap the new panels in place. In fact,

— Randy Curtis, FNBC, Chief Operating Officer

FNBC has pulled panels off with the company logo
to use in social media posts and for events in

In addition, the Poster Blocks have had a positive

the branches, and then replaced them afterward.

impact on staff and the overall branch culture. “Our staff
has been excited about the Poster Blocks, and they

Kane Graphical ships new panels in boxes that have

have given our employees the sense that the bank is

visual instructions to help staff create the proper

committed to being current and forward-thinking;

configurations. “It’s very easy for our managers to set

we’re committed to the future,” Curtis adds.“The project

up, and we can keep the old campaigns and set-ups

energized our staff.”

for future use,” Curtis points out.

Curtis stresses that even in this digital age, the branch

The bank has received significant positive customer

is still an important place for banks and their customers.

feedback on the look of the branch, and around

“Banks have tremendous opportunities to interact

products and services customers didn’t realize the bank

with customers and expose them to messaging,” he

offered. While the La Grange branch has television

says. “Even though many people are conducting much

screens, it de-emphasized them when it added the

of their financial business through online and mobile

Poster Blocks. “Customers absolutely see the Poster

channels, banks shouldn’t overlook the remarkable

Blocks more than they’re noticing what’s on the

opportunities branches present.”

screens when they come into the branch,” Curtis says.
“Customers tell us that they like the new look, and

For more information

they notice it more than anything else we’ve done.”

For more information on how Kane Poster Blocks and
other products can help take branch marketing to a new
level, visit Kane Graphical at kanegraphical.com, call
1-800-992-2921, or email sales@kanegraphical.com.

Teller area with 2x2 (44"x 44") Kane Poster Block configuration
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